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Abstract  

The WebQuest [WQ] was one important strategy, proposed by Bernie Dodge, for the use of internet in the 
school. However, the WQ, being a structured research, is criticized for not allowing more freedom to the 
students, since restricts the information sources, previously selected, and defines the products that will be 
produced by them. A new proposal, the Web-Inquiry Project [WIP], emerges as an activity less structured 
than WQ, allowing to the students freedom to conduct their own research. They can choose online data 
sources, identify ways to manipulate and analyze them and also choose the best strategies for 
communicating their findings. WIP must be seen as an alternative that advances in relation to WQ exactly 
by allowing more autonomy to students. The article describes the WIP, highlighting the convenience of its 
inclusion in High School and Higher Education curriculum, what should be considered by the school that 
intends to be contemporary of a society immersed in information and communication digital technologies 
and that seeks for better uses of Internet, as a resource for learning, combined with autonomy. 
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Rezumat 

WebQuest (WQ) a fost o strategie importantă propusă de către Bernie Dodge pentru utilizarea Internetului 

în şcoli. Însă, datorită faptului că este o cercetare controlată, WQ este criticată pentru că nu permite mai 

multă libertate studenţilor, limitează sursele de informaţie, selectate anterior, şi defineşte rezultatele care 

pot fi obţinute. A apărut o nouă propunere, Web-Inquiry Project (WIP) , ca o activitate mai puţin controlată 

decât WQ, permiţându-le studenţilor o mai mare libertate de a efectua propriile cercetări. Aceştia pot alege 

surse online de date, pot identifica metode de manipulare şi analizare acestor date precum şi cele mai bune 

strategii de diseminare a rezultatelor obţinute. WIP trebuie privit ca o alternativă la WQ, dar una care le 

oferă studenţilor o mai mare autonomie. Articolul descrie proiectul WIP, subliniind disponibilitatea acestuia 

pentru a fi inclus in educaţia liceală şi universitară, precum şi ce ar trebui ca să cunoască şcolile care iau 

acest program în considerare, în legătură cu societatea informaţională şi tehnologiile de comunicare 

digitală, ca resurse de învăţare autonomă. 

Cuvinte cheie: WebQuest – Web-inquiry Project – internet-şcoală-autonomie 



 

 

Introduction 

In 1995, Bernie Dodge offered to the schools the idea of WebQuest [WQ], a research-oriented 

activity in which some  - or all - information with which students deal come from internet (Dodge 

1995). That proposal, a smart alternative for using internet in the school (Marinho, 2001), was the 

answer to a problem that arose when the world wide web [WWW] became widely accessible and 

schools identified a new space where students would seek for  information in different sources, 

doing researches. But, immediately, some teachers expressed concerns about the possibility that 

students seek for inappropriate sites using school computers, where surveillance would be lower 

than at home. In short, they saw the Internet as an interesting space for the immersion of the 

students in search of information, but with a huge potential risk. The proposal of the WQ in some 

way was a solution to that problem. Developing a learning activity with time and products previous 

defined, where only the recommended sites for the activity can be accessed, if not prevent at least 

make difficult to the students to visit sites that they should not see. And using only previously 

selected sites, the WQ avoid that students get lost in the vastness of cyberspace, a risk if they start 

clicking an endless hyperlinks collection. 

One of the main reasons for using WQ is exactly the fact that, by combining technology with 

learning, it shows an effective way to develop collaboration between students and increase their 

motivation (Abbit; Ophus, 2008). Meanwhile in countries like Brazil the adoption of WQ took a 

long time for several reasons: the lack of WQ wrote in other languages than English, almost all 

teachers were not trained to use computer in education and, as consequence, WQ was unknown for 

them.  Not even what we see as simplest variations of WQ, as scavenger hunt (Raker, Calla, 2001) 

and mini-mission (Olive, 2006), became used so far. 

Since the WQ became more used in schools, naturally it became more known by teachers and, 

naturally, it became object for the critics.  The main issue in the critics is that WQ is too 

"constrained", giving little - if any - chance for students to adventure on the Internet. If the new 

social skills required for the XXI century society are the ability for using freedom to make choice, 

the democratic use of the material and cultural resources and the autonomy for decision and action 

(Gimeno Sacristán, 2003), actually a debate on the WQ adequacy is welcome. 

We are immersed in a world in transformation, deep and rapid. One of the technological 

innovations that have revolutionized the last century was, with no doubt, the computer. The 

development of computer software for using in particular sectors of social life was an inevitable 

consequence of this invention. Expanded use of computers in schools shows its importance 

nowadays, but also challenges the curriculum. 

In the history of the school, marked by references to knowledge as stable and sought in textbooks, 

which implications will have a new way to deal with knowledge? That dimension affects the 

curriculum that is challenged by two main questions: what is knowledge nowadays and how we can 

develop strategies in order to access it. 

 

 

The Internet offers access to "things" with the potential of being processed 

to be transformed in essential information and, therefore, with a more 

extensive work, transform themselves into knowledge.  

Here's a challenge to the curriculum. 

 

(KRESS, 2003, p.125) 

 

 



 

 

The education nowadays requires skills for dealing with digital information and communication 

technologies [DICT]. It is expected that students will be able to

resources. But, it is desirable they have creativity and autonomy to make technique be an effective 

tool for learning. Technical resources applied into the use of technologies to combine mastery of 

technological tools and skills conducive to the development of autonomy in dealing with the 

knowledge exist and should encourage the use of creativity in research.

 

Research-based learning and use of DICT

The research-based learning [inquiry

in the 1950s. But its use was most strongly suggested in the 1990s. It is based on the philosophy of 

John Dewey (*1859, �1952), for whom education begins with curiosity 

learner and aims to encourage him to reflec

educational experience should be guided by the premise that doing their own experiences is central 

to education as a way to prepare students for the full exercise of freedom and democracy.

From the research-based learning we can build a spiral 

involving steps such as research, discussion and reflection, in a process in which each step leads 

naturally to another (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 

The research-based learning has been characterized in various ways over the years and promoted 

under different perspectives. In general, its purpose was to emphasize an active role for the students, 

leading them to a real "hands on" learning th

2001). There were also several authors who linked the research

discovery. It would take students to develop skills associated with the so

As Novak (1964) pointed out, the research would be a set of behaviors adopted by humans in the 

struggle to achieve reasonable explanations for the phenomena over which they have curiosity. 

From this perspective, the research 

curiosity - involves activities and demands skills.

For the American Association for the Advancement of Science (1993), a scientific research is, 

actually, much more complex than the common conception that people has about it. The resear

for example, requires more processes than the innocent idea that doing research in science is to do 

many great observations and just organize them. Still, the scientific research is more flexible than 
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the rigid sequence of steps that is usually presented, mainly in the textbooks, as the "scientific 

method". 

Tamir (1991) suggested different levels for an investigation when developed as a learning activity 

in science education (Table 1). Those levels actually represent the degrees of openness in a 

research. So, if in the first level the students must only draw conclusions, since everything else is 

furnished, to the highest level they will make a series of decisions, from formulating the problem to 

be investigated until to reach the conclusions, passing through the choice of data that must be 

collected and their treatment. It is evident that the less you give the student, higher will be the level 

of the research. 

 

Level of investigation Problem Procedure  Conclusions 

0 Given Given Given 

1 Given Given Open 

2 Given Open Open 

3 Open Open Open 

 

Table 1 – Levels of research in a Science Laboratory (Source: Tamir, 1991) 

 

The inquiry levels set by Tamir (1991), although directed to the practices in science laboratories, 

incorporate, in fact, the four levels of research in science set as established by Herron (1971), 

namely, [1] confirmation/verification, [2] structured inquiry, [3] guided inquiry and [4] open 

inquiry (Table 2). At level 0 (zero) students only confirm or verify the principles through activities 

in which the results are previously known. At level 1 (one), the structured inquiry, students do a 

research about a question asked by the teacher through prescribed procedures. At level 2 (two), 

guided inquiry, although doing a research on a question proposed by the teacher, students define the 

procedures they will adopt, designing the research. Finally, at level 3 (three), the open inquiry, the 

students must define a research path from the question to be investigated, which they own establish, 

until they reach the conclusions, making the choices that they consider the appropriate methodology 

to reach the results. 

 

Level Type  Problem Procedure Conclusion 

0 Confirmation/Verification � � � 

1 Structured Inquiry  � � - 

2 Guided Inquiry  � - - 

3 Open inquiry - - - 

 
Table 2. Information provided to students in an investigative activity (Source: Herron, 1971) 

 

Project web-inquiry: autonomy and creativity in research 

Despite criticism that points the contrary, the use of DICT may be a strategy to foster an 

investigative spirit marked by skills as creativity and autonomy. If there is criticism for the 

educational projects that use the DICT, accusing them of inhibiting creativity and autonomy 

because tie the students with procedures to be applied and thereby hinder the freedom of choice and 

demand - as is the case of the criticisms directed to the WQ - it does not end the issue. The constant 

questioning also fertilizes changes because, after all, the use of DICT seems to us an irrevocable 

situation at schools. As highlighted by Blades (2000), the use of DICT should be improved in order 

they become instruments for the development of skills that we aim for the students. 



 

 

The Web-Inquiry Project [WIP] is a research project on the web that comes exactly to allow the 

students to develop less structured inquiry. Without the “bonds” of WQ, the WIP should be 

understood as a step up from the WQ, with greater emphasis on student critical thinking skills and 

less direction from the teacher. A

using WQ, but is justified, from an educational standpoint, because it enhances autonomy and 

creativity in its execution. If under certain circumstances are justifiable fears of parents and teachers 

about the risks of freedom of research on the Internet, a position in favor of a full education for 

citizenship could show that these risks are not so significant. The full education, in contemporary 

times, is technological and human education, education for science and for a democ

dimensions are not separated. From this perspective, we should be in favor of creativity and 

autonomy (Kenway, 1998; Rada

classrooms (Blanchard, Marshall

School students and at Higher Education. But we think it could be tested also in the final stages of 

Elementary Education. At this level we believe students can be stimulated to build situations for 

greater autonomy in the process of constructing knowledge. 

The WIP basically supports a six

take a path that goes from the initial reflection (first stage) about a topic or subject to be researched 

to the conclusions they draw from the data collected in the research (Figure 2). In each of these 

stages, WIP - that like a WQ is organized in web pages available on a web server 

role (Figure 3). 
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Figure 2 – Stages of the WIP 
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Figure 3 - The role of WIP in each stage of the research

 

In the second stage, the teacher offers to the students the opportunity for create their own questions, 

since related to the theme chosen in the previous stage. While the theme remains in the focus, the 

teacher, taking into account concerns expressed by students, continues to stimulate their thinking in 

order they can be able to decide what will be investigated. The students mus

question – or questions - that induces the investigative activity. In the structure of WIP, students 

will find potential issues that may help them to guide the research.

After the question for the inquiry is ready, in the 

definition of investigative procedures that they intend to adopt, which includes choosing the types 

of data that will be considered for analysis. The students define the procedures they will use in 

research. The teacher should ensure that procedures are rigorous, consistent with a research method 

appropriate to the question to which the answer will be sought in the research. In the structure of the 

WIP some potential procedures can be pointed out, especially including t

the research. 

Defined the question to which they will look for an answer and set the procedure most appropriated, 

students begin the search for online data, advancing on the research. In the 

the students' ability to perform advanced searches on the Internet 

and Bing - will be essential. At that moment the teacher must to assist students in seeking data on 

online sources, being essential to ensure their credibility. It is 

are reliable. The teacher can participate with students in the pursuit of data sources. The WIP 

proposal does not eliminate, however, the possibility of the teacher offer to the students some pre

selected sources as examples. In this stage, the WIP offers a list of potential sources of online data.

The fifth stage is the time for students manipulate and analyze the data collected on the Internet. 

The teacher must ensure that students are able to use the tools necessary 

collect online. If numerical data are used, may be necessary for students to be able for using a 

spreadsheet or statistical software. If students are dealing with data that are not numeric, software 

for generating a conceptual map 

teacher will ensure that there is a previous training of students for appropriate use of the software 

they choose as more appropriated.  In the fifth stage, the structure of the WIP can off

examples of handled data. 

The next task of the students is to draw their own conclusion in the investigation. And as the 

investigation has no meaning if the conclusion is not adequately communicated, in the 

the students will report their findings, being essential that the conclusion they reach is properly 

supported in the data they collected. The results will be presented in various forms: text, graphics 
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and even orally. The teacher will assist students in choosing the most appropriated 

the results of the research, ensuring they have the necessary skills in order to use appropriately the 

software to produce the research report. It is possible that at this stage students may be defining new 

research questions that will justify new inquiry, restarting all the process. WIP provides examples of 

results and can also provide sample questions for further investigation.

The WIP, as a learning proposal, brings the possibility that at the second stage, instead of students, 

the teacher define the question that will guide the research. In this case, students would continue 

with the research, making more appropriate methodological choices and leading the rest of the 

investigative process. In the event that the teacher formulates the ques

research, we have what we call WP Type I. When since the formulation of the question that leads 

the inquiry all the process is a task for the students and depends of their choices, we have what we 

call WIP Type II. 

If we compare the procedures for WIP with levels of research defined by Herron (1971), the WIP 

type I exemplifies the guided research, since the question that guides the research is defined by the 

teacher, whereas type II corresponds essentially to the open investigation (

Level 

0 

1 

2 

3 

Table 3. WIP, WebQuest and levels of research

 

The WIP, in any of its forms, presents a much lower le

WIP allows greater autonomy for the students (Figure 4). Of course, the exercise of autonomy will 

require the students more responsibility for the learning activity to become effective and in order to 

assure the development of required skills.

Figure 4 - WebQuest, WIP, levels of structure and autonomy
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research, we have what we call WP Type I. When since the formulation of the question that leads 

the inquiry all the process is a task for the students and depends of their choices, we have what we 

procedures for WIP with levels of research defined by Herron (1971), the WIP 

type I exemplifies the guided research, since the question that guides the research is defined by the 

Table 3). 

vel of structure than the WQ. That is why 

WIP allows greater autonomy for the students (Figure 4). Of course, the exercise of autonomy will 

require the students more responsibility for the learning activity to become effective and in order to 

 

WebQuest, WIP, levels of structure and autonomy 



 

If until now have only mentioned the WIP as an innovation for the research in the web, it seems 

necessary to highlight its importance as a strategy for promoting the educational process. As well 

said Blades (2000, p.33), "every innovation shapes our way of thinking." 

One of the hallmarks of the 20
th

 Century and early 21
st
 Century are the inventions that 

revolutionize, every day, important sectors of our life, in particular, manufacturing sector and 

communications. Those inventions revolutionize also the social life and it ends up having 

implications for how we think and organize the school and the educational process. The use of 

computers and internet in schools should be expanded, but not targeting only the mechanical 

domain of resources that the machine offers. The students are being challenged to master the 

"machine" and appropriating it to the most diverse uses. This should not be inhibited by the school, 

driven by a fear that a wrong exploration of the Internet put the students in some form of risk. It is 

up to educators to discover the potential for creativity and autonomy in using the computer to make 

it an indispensable tool in the process of educating citizens for today´s life. We argue, as Rada 

(2004) and Kennway (1998), that education that incorporates DICT and the education for 

citizenship are not separated. 

 

Conclusion 

To the extent that Internet access in schools increases - which also occurs, in countries like Brazil, 

significantly in the public education - the possibility for teachers to adopt learning strategies that 

use the gathering of online information should be considered. After all, with a significant increase – 

at a fast speed – of the sources of information, is no longer justified that students stay restricted only 

to the information that tell their teachers or are reported on their textbooks. It will be needed a 

significant change. From book reading for screen reading there is a path with implications greater 

than the simple exchange of media, from the printed to the imagery. The printed text is static, 

representing a knowledge organization ready, offered by someone. Without questioning the book 

validity, we must not forget the dynamics of freedom that access to information outside the 

textbook offers to handle the knowledge. In the new reality brought by internet, information 

material emerges not as an organization the author's intended for the reader. It becomes necessary to 

look for pages that offer many options. It involves making choices, choices that can and should 

facilitate the discovery of information that will be processed to be transformed into knowledge 

(Kress, 2003). Therefore, it is not justified that, in an alleged modernity of the school, the kind of 

research that simply replace the books, from the library, for web sites as information sources. The 

research - which previously meant little or nothing, since the common was only the students 

copying passages from books, handwrite or type them, to deliver to the teachers, in fulfilling the 

task of school – cannot  now be regarded as more significant only because demand the use of digital 

technology in their execution. It would just bring a modern equipment to assist in an old way of 

doing school research, most often pointless research. The change when offering an alternative to the 

textbook, as we seek to show, is the possibility that the students use their autonomy and creativity 

choose information from which they will build knowledge. "This is a complete change, a reversal of 

the previous situation and its consequences for practice are enormous" (Kress, 2003, p.129). This 

must be recognized and incorporated into the schools when advocates curricula that are 

opportunities to students to develop new research skills. 

Features like the WQ reveal themselves as rich alternative to the internet use in the school. Without 

missing some important features of WQ, WIP advances in other aspects, when favors a more 

autonomous learning. Inquiry places more responsibility on learners absolutely. Of course, it can be 

quite difficult to the teachers to require students to ask their own inquiry-oriented questions related 

to a given topic and, then, define their own procedures for answering those questions. WIP is 

designed exactly to help teachers scaffold this process, enabling them to promote guided or open 

inquiry with their students. This must be recognized as advancement and useful for teachers who 

decide to adopt problem-based learning [PBL] in their classrooms. PBL, focusing on experiential 

learning and organized around the resolution of real-world problems, creates a learning 



 

 

environment in which the teacher guides student inquiry in order to facilitate learning toward deeper 

levels of understanding.  

Molebash and Julius (2004) consider that teachers, when employing content-specific and inquiry-

oriented uses of technology in their courses, can move through "conceptual changes" (Posner, 

Strike, Hewson, Gertzog, 1982) of how to use technology in their teaching: dissatisfaction with 

their currently held conceptions about using technology, understanding of alternate use of 

technology, a belief that inquiry-oriented use of technology is plausible, and a belief, based on their 

experiences, that inquiry-oriented use of technology is fruitful. The WIP, whose strength is in the 

fact that it focus on the process of learning content over the process of using technology, comes 

exactly as a way to move teachers through these four conceptual changes (Molebash, Julius, 2004). 

Our challenge now, in Brazil, is to have a collection of WIP in the Portuguese language available to 

our teachers. As such learning activity becomes more known by them, certainly some teachers will 

be willing to create WIP in our language – and the same will happen in other countries where the 

English is not the first language - and make them available not only for their own students. Thus, in 

a time not too long we will have a collection of WIP at least numerically significant. By now there 

are very few quality examples available online. 

With a collection of WIP available, we will take a step forward in using computers and the Internet 

in school, allowing opportunities for learning with more autonomy for the students and demanding 

from them creativity, and not just making - using modern tools - which has been done long ago and 

that does nothing to improve our education. 

Although favorable to more intensive use of DICT in the schools, we understand that WIP only 

makes sense if incorporated in a curriculum that has the development of autonomy and the 

creativity as guiding principles for school activities.  If the school wants to strengthen the 

contemporary democratic order, autonomy and creativity are essential elements to be considered. 

As emphasized Blades (2000:45), "we cannot allow that the technological innovation run away 

from the control of the society that it affects". The decision for using DICT in the school must 

consider that principle. If not, the school, although having more and more technology, a modern 

request, will keep in its daily practice processes and training strategies that are revealing themselves 

as inadequate, unable to contribute to what means to educate in the 3rd Millennium. 
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